The dark matter,
Matter of soul

This time, despite his options, he could not continue
for long his search for the complete man, for he thought it
to be a futile exercise which was making him tired with no
gain whatsoever. His mind cautioned him to desist from
such an exercise and his soul was shaken and it guided his
mind to take a better course of action than merely waste
time. It was to happen one day. When one becomes tired of
all external efforts, he is left with no option but to become
introvert, and there only he can get something.
He was loaded with loathsome condition and dejection
filled in his heart. He noticed a small round lake which was
surrounded by the dense trees and there was some plain
area nearby. He slowly landed on the green plain. The
water of the lake was dancing with its waves, and the
reflection of the moon acquired manifold form on the
waves as if the reflection of the moon on the waves was
competing with the feelings of the pilot.
On the other side, just on the horizon, the full moon
with open heart was distributing its serene white splendor
to all objects which were silently, rather uncomplainingly
receiving the splendor. The atmosphere was quite

welcoming and it appeared as if it was inviting the Pilot to
talk to him and share his feelings. He came out of the giant
flying saucer and scanned the open space around him. His
heart was much disturbed. His feet forgot the natural paces
and were trampling the grass to such an extent that the
trampled grass could not lift its head up again. As he
entered the shrubs grown under a sprawling banyan tree,
certain birds flew away from their making noise.
Not caring for the noise, he moved ahead forcing
himself to the tree, perhaps the nosing emanating from tree
was more significant for him. Tearing apart the hanging
down roots of banyan, he straightway reached the truck
around which a small circular platform of soil was raised.
The trunk was surrounded with dirty looking white yarn.
He sat on a smooth spot of the platform and leaning against
the trunk he started gazing the moon.
From there, he could see the open space, the lake and
his plane, all bathing in the silver light. The round shaped
flying saucer was looking like another moon in the silver
light. Running his sight through the open and silent space
in front of him, he then raised his head upward and saw the

tall branches of the tree. The birds and insects in the tree
were still making noise. He gazed at the moon-beams
falling down through the foliage of the tree. It appeared as
if he was sitting there to drink nectar from those cool
beams.
His mind became one with the speed of the noise
outside which then forced him to close his eyes and drew
him to that stage where he had to represent himself in the
form of soul and prudence, and behaving like a good judge
he had evaluated the good and the bad and passed a
judgment on himself.
On that stage, there were two parties standing vis-avis. Both the parties were alluring him and trying to win his
favor. One of the parties was his brain, which was
representing all information gathered in it, while the other
was his fickle mind which was full of contra-opinions, and
as it was like an unbridled horse, it could not be kept at one
place under the control of the brain. That is why they were
sitting like two opponents to each other.
His mind was tired and lacking enthusiasm, while the
brain with the help of its knowledge was sitting abreast.

But, the aim of the debate today was not to decide of defeat
or victory, but to reach the destination with the help of the
ultimate truth, where the soul could see the clear road to
take the right decision.
In order to reach the decisive point, the nerveless mind
collecting its entire force began the debate with loathsome
voice and told the brain, “O Brain, you have made me
tired...how you made me run across the futile world...I
never loved that race, yet you made me search for it. Oh,
all-knowing brain, despite knowing all about me and my
fickleness, why did you not tie me to a fixed peg of search?
Look, how much tired have you made me? I cannot get up
now and the entire life now seems futile. How enthusiastic
and hopeful I was! But, you made me tired for the rest of
the life. What was the need for searching the man while the
entire Earth escaped from the man who was bent upon
turning it into the heap of ashes? The man was also bent
upon poisoning the air which was his breath as well as that
of other creatures. How can such a block-headed being
adorn the Earth and cure its wounds? The Nature which can
save itself from the bloody claws can adorn itself as well. It

will once again come back to its life and beauty in the
absence of the violent and cruel race of mankind. It will
soon remove it’s widely spread snow-coverings and
become embellished with the greenery all over. And, in that
situation, the presence of even a single man will prove
detrimental to the Earth. I tell you, the Earth will be lucky
enough to have no man at all on its surface. Now, the future
of the living planet is safe against its enemies. Then, what
is the need for searching at least one of the enemies?”
Listening to him patiently, the brain slowly spoke,
“Oh Dear, you are my shadow, but you lack the smell of
the knowledge that is within me, otherwise you would not
have asked such a question to me. However, let me shed for
you that nectar-like taste of knowledge, by receiving which
you will also feel blessed with completion. You may ask
me as many questions as you wish; I will make you
satisfied and doubtless so that you may not again commit
the mistake of considering yourself distinct from me.
Whatever I am going to tell you today will cause the last
and the biggest event in you, for you will not be able to
realize your own existence thereafter. So, listen to me

carefully the bitter truth. The Earth, which you have been
considering inanimate so far, is a gigantic living creature,
that is to say, the entire Earth is a living body and has its
characteristics which are bound by the laws of Nature, and
whose cyclic process on the time scale is always uni-sided.
All its actions and reactions are in the cyclic nature. In case
any part of its action or reaction is disturbed or damaged,
its cycle also gets disturbed or affected, and that action or
reaction then becomes useless for the future and remains
detached from the main body. However, the Earth being a
living creature or body compensates its loss and re-acquires
its natural cycling process, it recycles itself. The human
race also being an important part of the natural cycle was
then destroyed forever, and the Earth, though capable of its
own revival, would not be able to replace the destroyed
component, the human being, with the suitable substitute,
because there was ( and also would be) no substitute to the
human being on the Earth. It is not blessed with the faculty
to invent the creature, like, human being, and so, it will
have to repay for this loss by reducing in its age.”

The brain, listening to the mind, wanted to intercede
but it was shocked to learn that the age of the Earth was
linked to the mankind, and it became eager to know the
cause of the linkage. He thought that he could not follow
what the mind had said, and so it urged the mind to explain
in detail the concept of linkage.
The mind needed some time to get energized to talk
further, and so, both of them observed silence for a while.
During the silence, the silence had to struggle against the
noise. The silence however dominated over the noise. The
entire open area also became a part of the prevailing
silence. The milk-white moon was hanging over the head of
the Pilot and its silver beams were showering on him
through the foliage of Bunyan tree.
At the same time, the entire green plain was bathing in
the silver shower of the moon, and the white looking giant
flying saucer was resting in some corner like an old and
tired granny awaiting the Pilot’s return. The entire nature
was observing silence in the moon light, as if in meditation.
The pilot was however at the centre of the silver silence,
while the interaction between his mind and brain was on.

Gradually raising the voice, the brain said to the mind,
“Oh Mind, in order to understand this, you have to know
about origin of the Solar family so that you may be able to
estimate about its life. Listen carefully to what I am going
to tell you. It is a story of pre-Solar family era. To believe it
you will have to rely on certain exceptions as well. One of
them is, a tremendously powerful mass of gravitational
pull, which is situated at a fixed state in the Space. The
immovability of this mass is an exception in this moving
universe. Such a huge mass of gravitational pull develops
after complete explosion of our star whose most of the fuel
stock gets converted into energy. However, the left over
element does not easily get converted into energy. In such a
situation, the pressure of energy required for the motion
outside increases manifold in a second, creating a huge
mass of gravitational pull therein. But in this gravitational
pull, there is yet a particle in the suddenly changing
element which is always situated at centre of the star, and
that particle escapes this process, and it becomes successful
in coming out of the huge mass. We call it the instant
particle ( tat kan ).”

According to him, there is a specific reason for the star
to be safe from such explosion because that particle does
not interact with the physical world in any way, and it does
not produce any amount of gravitational pull around it in
order to keep itself in the motion. It is due to this reason,
that particle is the hardest particle in the Cosmos. That
particle cannot get worn out and cannot be broken further
by any action or process, while on the other hand, all other
particles or waves are required to generate the required
amount of gravitational pull in order to remain active or in
motion.
In other words, other particles or elements have to
pass through the gravitational pull, and therefore, there is a
gradual wearing out for them. In this way, the existence
also determines its own life span. The instant particle (tat
kan) however has an exception, and it gets escaped from
the explosions of the stars.
The instant particle is not influenced by the physical
laws, and thus remaining in the existence, on the contrary it
also has the capability of influencing the physical laws.
This is the only particle violating every law in the physical

world. Any Sun or Solar family comes into existence on the
basis of gravitational pull and instant particle ( tat kan ), but
for this purpose the huge mass of gravitational pull must be
in a special shape, possessing the capability to formation of
Solar family, so that whenever it passed through the
process of re-generation, it should provide a Solar family.
The instant particle (tat kan) after its safe come out
immediately after the explosion in the star leaves for its
infinite journey. During the journey, when it comes across
the mass of gravitational pull, it, without being affected by
the mass, pierces the mass and moves ahead.
Then, its piercing through the mass activates the force
of gravitational pull, and then it draws up in a circular
formation. Then, the instant particle ( tat kan ) keeps on
piercing the mass within with certain speed of the force, but
at the same time, the entire gravitational pull drawing up
towards the particle with more speed or force than that
during the piercing process tries to exercise its own force.
As soon as the pressure becomes more than the
requirement, the entire pressure of the gravitational pull,
ranging right from the instant particle (tat kan) to that point

of maximum pressure of the mass of gravitational pull,
changes into a matter or material.
This moment of time is the moment of creation,
coincidence and meeting of anything when at the same
moment, at the same place and in the same mass several
phenomena take place. When the gravitational pull tries to
exercise its more than the required force on the instant
particle (tat kan), the total gravitational pull of the mass
becomes active and draws up in a circular formation to the
instant particle, and then the total gravitational pressure
gets changed into the matter which in itself is a pure
energy.
But, the transformation of gravitational pull into pure
energy is to that extent when the force keeps exercising
beyond the limit of the requirement, and at the same time
the energy-mass with speed keeps moving towards that
point where the remaining gravitational pull is in greater
quantity.
As the pure energy, because of being attracted by its
natural primary pressure, starts moving towards the centre,
the form of the pure energy, due to travelling a distance,

keeps changing into the complexity of the matter. After
seconds, the large part of the energy loaded with
complexity of the matter might have changed into a strong
shield (coverage) around the instant particle (tat kan), and
small part, because of being in maximum distance and also
being in the state of loose coverage, must not have reached
there and must gave got struck with the harder and larger
coverage (crust), and the pressure that was coming towards
the centre (nucleus) must have got blocked up.
This being the situation, the entire force of the loose
coverage must have changed to opposite direction, it must
have got thrown up afar in the form of a half-moon in the
dark Space. It is possible that a central force must have got
built up at several points in its half-moon form; it must
have got broken into several parts, stars and satellites, etc,
all due to opposite pull. At the end of this coverage, several
comets must have got formed, and in this way, the solar
family must have come into existence soon after formation
of the Sun.
In the beginning, the ball of fire must be appearing
dark on one side because then it must be possessing the left

over gravitational pull in greater quantity and in its natural
form, and which must have remained as it is because of not
being in the state of pressure. The new mass, because of
these reasons, must be possessing dark on one side, and it
must have kept itself moving on its axis that very side,
while on the other side wherein the gravitational pull
coverage was loose, the rays must have shot up for the first
time, and perhaps the Sun must have witnessed its place of
origin, moving backward.
In this way, the Sun must have got out of the dark
womb and started moving freely in the Space. In fact, the
constructive part of the Sun or the solar family remained in
the dark, completing its half of the construction in the dark,
and it perhaps always functioned in the same dark system.
As soon as the total gravitational pull changed into the
purest form of energy, the energy, because of travelling a
long distance, started changing into various other complex
forms of the matter, and it got changed into hardness due to
formation of the curst.
But, such a changing phenomenon was not the same
with the Sun and its solar family. It is because both the

changes underwent a very great difference which remained
as it is. On one hand, the entire matter of the Sun, right
from its nucleus towards the crust, changed in to hardness
and stability. On the other hand, the same matter in the
members of the solar family, including the plants and
satellites, started changing into hardness and stability, right
from their crust towards the nucleus. Its sole cause is the
circumstantial situation around them.
The gravitational pull which was left over in a large
quantity helped the new matter cool down at the nucleus,
before they could get united. It must have happened so
because the Sun for its motion must not have needed the
required gravitational pull from within, perhaps it must
have easily got the required gravitational pull on the way. It
is because of this, the matters around the nucleus in the Sun
must have become inactive and thus cooled down. And, the
moment the left over gravitational pull must have got
exhausted, the Sun must have started gathering the needed
gravitational pull from the hottest layer of the outer
coverage (crust), and kept it always active, and which it has
been doing time-to-time by changing the matter of outer

coverage into energy. In this way, the outer crust of the Sun
remained very hot and acted as its very sensitive and
complex brain.
In this way, the hardness of matter of the Sun from
inside towards outside must have started receding, and on
the basis of the activeness of its total matter, both types of
its motion must have also receded, and in the long, its
motions must have come to stable situation. The Sun the
nucleus, slipped down below the freezing point. Isn’t it a
matter of great surprise ? At one place, the temperature is at
the highest point on the out cover while the same is below
freezing point in the inner part, the nucleus !!”
The brain, breaking the concentration of the mind for a
while again asked, “Aren’t you astonished even a bit ?”
Breaking its own seriousness, the mind now attacked
the brain, saying, “I feel, you are still in doubt about your
knowledge, but worry not, I fully agree with your
reasoning, please do not leave me in the midway, complete
your talk. You always kept the knowledge of the Cosmos
concealed from me. I am really sad, you always considered
me a stranger.”

When heard the word ‘doubt’, the brain landed into
the state of dilemma. It could not understand the talks of
the mind, but in few seconds, recognizing the integrity of
the mind, it spoke out -- “It appeared to me that you would
not believe as to how the matter in the nucleus was below
the freezing point when the temperature on crust or outer
cover was highest. You must be very surprised over these
two contrasting situations. Under this pretext, I tried to seek
your support for my knowledge, but you gave it to me in a
round-about-manner. What I meant was that the nucleus
must be situated at a place whose temperature was even
below the freezing point. If supposed that the temperature
on the crust and the nucleus was the same, then the linear
or uni-directional speed of the Sun should be near the speed
of light, which is not, and that is why the temperature at the
nucleus of the Sun must be even below freezing point.
The inner place of each stable & balanced star produces
entirely different matter which do not resemble with the
matter-world. The matter loses its own matters tic character
get change into non nucleus. non-atomic structural matter.
It is another kind of fusion of matter world without
radiating energy. It changes into permanent stable & in non

breakable form. We called it TATKAN i.e. the matter of
soul or dark-matter.
The long lasting balanced sun convert its at least
ten percent of total mass into the dark matter. The coolest
form of matter which is near to convert into dark matter
complete its remaining journey of change through the life
of living being. Such a incomplete dark matter get shelter
of living world to fulfil its stability. Its incompleteness
generate some effininty towards living world to complete
its journey of stability to be fulfilled.
The whole universe is packed with such non
visible non matter where the galaxy are floating on it.
Aparting from each other are binded with the medium of
dark-matter. The invisible dark matters are more than lakhs
times than visible matter of whole universe.
Dear mind, you may surprise to know that
the inner place of sun is not the coolest one but the hallow
one also. It may be too hallow that thousand of planets
could be accommodate in it. The hollowness is generated
continuously due the shrinkage of matter into the
nonnuclear matter into dark matter. The hollowness
increases until it get burst or explode. The inner wall of

hollowness is made up of strongest hardest matter which is
ready to convert. This is the short story of creation of darkmatter, the soul matter.
Oh Mind, but the same fact is proved quite opposite in
respect of the planets and satellites of the Solar family.
During the first phase of the birth of the Sun, the members
of entire solar family, for their motion, got the required
gravitational pull directly from the Sun, and of course they
must have derived some gravitational pull even from their
own crust, for quite a long time. Though they received
gravitational

pull

from

the

Sun,

the

pressure

of

gravitational pull like that of the Sun was not formed, and
that is why the outer covering of all the planets and
satellites started changing into hard matter, but such a
process must not have continued for a long time, yet this
process must have done something great due to which the
outer covering (crust) of these planets and stars must have
started cooling down, and they must have turned into solid
objects. This process must have been continuing even after
the exhaustion of left over gravitational pull. Till then,
there must have been some similarity between their

formation and that of the Sun-matters. As this similarity
must have started changing into dissimilarity, all the
planets must have become self-dependent for the
gravitational pull required for their individual motion. It is
possible that they must have depended on the activation in
their nucleus because of delay in the use of outer covering.
They must have changed the active matter into a little
energy and thus created the gravitational pull. This is the
reason that the nucleus of all the planets and stars remained
always more active than the outer sphere of the Sun, and
that is still working like the Sun as highly sensitive and
complex as well as an alert brain. But, the constant use
made the inner circumference of active temperature
reduced

and

started

cooling

down,

resulting

into

development of the shape of the planets and stars.
In this way, the outer sphere of the solar family started
going towards zero temperature and the nucleus towards
high temperature. The radioactive matters helped in the
process of maintaining the temperature. But, as the
radiation constantly keeps percolating towards the nucleus
and that is why this part is hotter than the outer sphere of

the Sun. These radioactive matters with their emanated rays
keep the nucleus always hot at the required temperature and
keep fulfilling the need of gravitational pull outside. In this
way, a bigger part of the nucleus of the Earth remained hot
like the Sun, and which worked as an accurate and alert
brain for the Earth. That is why the Earth and other planets
and stars became self-controlled masses.” It continued to
say, “But, now in the journey ahead, the Earth, distributing
its need of gravitational pull to the resources of its outer
covering, and completely detaching itself from other
planets, is getting self-controlled by itself. Gradually, the
dust particles, air Sun-light of all barren planets changed
into gravitational pull and started helping their liquid
central brain. And, therefore, the temperature of their
nucleus remained stable for a long time. The Earth, on the
other hand, rather than changing its soil into dry dust and
air, gave birth to a vast world of creatures, animate and
inanimate things. It extracted more work from the world of
creatures, in comparison to the dust, and maintained its
inner temperature greater than that of the Sun, and kept the
sensitivity and activity of its inner temperature updated,

which is found even today. The half wheel of its nature is
connected from here only, which you could not see, and the
story of its life and liveliness begins from here. When other
planets were receiving their gravitational pull from their
nucleus and also from the dust of their curst as well as the
air in order to maintain their motion, the behaviour of the
Earth then was quite different from them. When the curst of
the Earth had completely cooled down and all matters had
started appearing in their real forms, the Earth since then
had started distributing its need of gravitational pull to its
various resources; it derived support from them and
reduced its dependence on the matter in hot liquid form
gathered in its inner sphere, the nucleus. In this venture, the
liquid wealth, the water, spread on its crust helped it first of
all. The special molecular construction of water receiving
energy from the Sun directly changed it into maximum
gravitational pull, and stocked the same for the Earth as an
additional requirement and kept it emanating. The
dependency of the energy on the centre, the nucleus, then
started reducing, and the pressure too disappeared. As a
result, the explosion or the decentralization of matters in

the nucleus stopped, and the temperature remained stable.
Gradually, when the temperature remained constant for a
long time, the water started assisting in the creation of life
on the earth. For such a charismatic phenomenon, the
momentary stability in the temperature must have played a
vital role, bringing stability in the wavering magnetic
waves too. Earlier, several elements dissolved in the water
got mixed up and also became separated due to their
wavering characteristics, and making changes in the
formation of chemicals dissolved in it. But, during the
stationary moment and stable temperature, some such
changes must have occurred in the chemical structure of
certain minerals dissolved in the water, or even in a drop of
it, or even in the most minute part of it, that such structure
must have been capable of creating maximum gravitational
energy from the energy it received from the Sun. In this
way, its structure must have remained in existence for some
time and attempts to create similar structures must have
been successful in procuring the same minerals nearby. It
must have tied itself to the characteristic of such created
gravitational energy and made the friendship more

sustainable and helped in maintaining its shape and
structure as before. In this way, the Earth developed in the
field of procuring additional gravitational pull by
constituting an easy mechanism. But, then, not even one
characteristic of very simple and subtle creature must have
been present in that constitution. It must have then,
depending on its sphere and creating gravitational energy in
more quantity, must have bound itself to that constitution,
and there it must have produced similar constitution and
broken it into pieces which must have increased in their
number. They must have been then assembling their
chemical constitution with more or less changes, and must
have developed more in respect of creation of gravitational
emanation. In this way, several types of creatures with
developed constitution must have come into existence. In
other words, the attempt to gather additional quantity of
gravitational energy must have encouraged creation of lives
on the Earth. And, such a special enterprise for creation of
additional gravitational pull must have spread all over the
Earth in the form of green moss surrounded by water. Then,
the Earth’s dependency towards its nucleus must have got

reduced. Its great advantage must have been to the Earth in
terms of reducing the speed of cooling of its inner part. The
speed of reduction in its active circumference must have
been affected, and because of that there must have been
reduction in its tendency to grow, expand or swell. It is
because the hot and liquid matter at the nucleus (womb) of
the Earth has a special tendency that once it is changed into
gravitational energy, its constitution (structuring) is slightly
affected, resulting in development of its volume, and as the
pressure of volume is outward, the Earth swells and
remains swollen only. But, as it reduced its dependency at
its nucleus, the speed of development of its volume, or
swelling also must have reduced. The nucleus of the Earth
must have always changed its heat into additional quantity
of gravitational pull in order to struggle against Sun’s
gravitational cyclone that came on definite time, and the
useless matter must have remained in more quantity in its
nucleus, forcing the earth to swell in less span of time, and
affecting every time directly or indirectly the world of
creatures on it. Such a cyclone must have changed various
phases of the whether, even time of day and night must

have increased a little. It is because of such big cyclones of
the Sun, the Earth must have suddenly expanded and new
portions of land must have projected upward from the seas
and oceans, and deep cracks too must have developed in
the bottoms of the seas and oceans. Hot lava must have
seeped out to cement those cracks. It must have joined the
cracks from the beginning, but at the same time the boiling
water must have harmed the water creatures in great
quantity. The lives in the water must have got the projected
lands in the seas and oceans, what we call islands, and there
they must have settled their new life on them. They must
have then become manifold in their population. In this way,
the life cycle on the Earth must have come into motion, but
whether the same cycle would continue in future or not
cannot be predicted.”
Hearing this, the seriousness of the mind suddenly
broke and it became startled for a while and expressing its
anger, it said, “Why do you utter the words of doubt when
you feel that the utterance of truth is under your command.
I cannot allow you today to speak the words of doubt.
Perhaps, under this pretext, you want to hide something.

But, do not hide anything today at least from me; keep
quenching the thirst of my knowledge. I want to be one
with you. I want to lose my every thing in you. Therefore,
if you have brought me to the present moment, tell me the
future of this life-giving Earth.”
The brain then kept quiet for a while and landed into
introspection. In this way, it realized the entire nature,
shivered with the blowing clod air and heard the silent
music around him. Experiencing its deep heart beats, it then
told the mind, “O Mind, the Earth till today kept cooling
slowly as usual, kept expanding, kept becoming as fat as it
can, yet it kept its geo-centric temperature more than that of
the Sun ! It also made it highly sensitive to any
gravitational friction from outside. It kept it more active
than the alert brain, more capable. It is seen from the agility
of its magnetic waves. But, the Earth, passing through a
long journey of its life, is heading towards the old age and
also becoming weak. Now, its dependency is more on the
creatures living on it, and perhaps the life on the Earth will
generate additional gravitational pull for it and act as its
crutches, but this too has a limit. It will be helpless when

the congenial environment is not available to it. In the time
to come, the weakness of the Earth will not be able to
provide that environment which it has always been giving
till now. It is because the geo-centric sphere of the Earth
maintains its highest temperature due to those radioactive
matters which are scattered around it, and whose radiation
always percolates inward. This will help the geo-centric
sphere of the Earth to maintain its heat. But, as it started
expanding, becoming fat, it started distancing from the
radioactive matters and there came a recession in its special
impact. Now, it cannot, in close contact with its nucleus,
help itself. Moreover, all matters due to constant
percolation of the radiation must have changed into stable
and balanced matters. Its radioactive matters because of
both the reasons will not be able to keep the geo-centric
sphere hot. Similarly, there will be reduction in the
explosive matter found in the liquid matter in its geocentric sphere, as per the need outside. Due to all this, there
will be slight corresponding reduction in the temperature of
geo-centric sphere after forty five thousand years, and in
the coming seventy to eighty billion years the high

temperature of its geo-centre will turn inactive and cold.
But, before that, all creatures on the Earth will perish in
forty five billion years from now. Its reason is linked to the
same aging factor. The end of life on Earth will also be due
to its becoming fatter. Such a condition of the swelling of
the Earth will come after four or five in number, small or
big

gravitational storms arising from the Sun. Due to

swelling of the Earth beyond its capacity, its gravitational
pull will get divided in larger part, and thus there will be
fall in its gravitational pull, and this fall will go to such an
extent that the air required for inhaling in respect of the
creatures will become thinner and start rising up, causing a
great suffocation for the lives on the Earth, and the lives
will perish. However, the trees, because of their height, will
be able to remain in existence for some time, but they also
will have to die when the air becomes much thinner. Then,
the gravitational pull required for the motion of the Earth
from the living world will get stopped and the Earth once
again will have to increase its dependency on its nucleus, to
receive the force from the nucleus. That time, in order to
reduce the pressure towards the nucleus, the Earth will start

changing its soil of the crust into subtle particles and will
create seas of deep dust, and like other planets and stars,
the Earth will start receiving energy from the Sun and
changing the energy into gravitational pull, it will again
help its hot nucleus, and in this way, it will then change
into the desert of dust, as the other planets and stars are,
and it will thus pass its last days.”
Hearing all this, the mind broke into tears which in
fact flooded the eyes of the Pilot, drenching his face with
tears. The mind was filled with anguish, and then it asked
the brain, “Can’t we save it ? Can’t we elongate the life of
its creatures to the last phase of the Earth ?”
Having heard the mind, the brain said, “We could
have definitely succeeded in saving it provided we had got
a least a single complete man. But, in his absence, its future
has become insecure. If the manifest human race had been
in tune with the Nature, and also quite natural, it could have
been saved from the black spots of the Sun, it would have
certainly made progress in its science and along with
protecting itself, it could have also stretched the life span of
its creatures to the last phase of its life. That is why I

termed the human race quite different from the dinosaurs, I
called it the discovery of the Earth. The Earth had
discovered human species for some major needs of its
future. It had provided man the most developed body, and
the most sophisticated mind to understand the good and the
bad. In all, it had shaped its body structure in such a way
that it could save itself for a long time, and also helped in
saving the other lives on the Earth for a long time. Today
had that race been alive, it could have known this mystery
and it would have not traded the lives of the Earth,
considering them like itself, rather it could have got
engaged in ensuring its longevity and balanced the Earth in
more constructive way. It could have understood one day
that its discovery was made for such a work only. Alas!
There must have been some discrepancy in the creation of
human race, that it lacked a balanced reasoning in order to
differentiate between the natural life and unnatural life,that
its existence was for the wellbeing of the Earth only. And
that is why, the human beings started making themselves
very unnatural and were succumbed to the anger of the
Sun. Even after this, I tried to my best to return this human

race to the Earth, and I searched every nook and corner of
the Earth for man, thinking that even if a single complete
man was found, he could re-adorned, reformed and all his
wounds could be healed till the last phase, but no such man
was found. Therefore, there is no option left but to return to
the world of my origin, and get my companions here on the
Earth. And so, I told you that we would not from here for
the sake of going, but return to the Earth would be our
motive. We will go to our world as representatives of the
Earth to fulfill the aim of saving such a lively planet, and
pass the message of this lively and rich planet to our world,
and pray our companions for its safety, and perhaps they
might become ready for the help, for they too are like us,
the lovers of the Nature. We shall than inhabit the Earth
with a large part of our civilization which will work for
balancing the Earth, and which will make the service to the
Nature its aim and duty, which will enliven this Earth
again, which will make its crust look lush green again,
which will provide it healing, and instill new life in waters
by removing poison of radiation. In this way, suffocation
caused by the fall in the gravitational pull in its nucleus

would be removed and the Earth will be save for billions of
years with its enriched liveliness, and even other options
will be also used so that no pressure is formed on the lives
on this Earth. The scientists of our world then make
thousands of deep holes in the Earth, in order to save its
cooling geo-centric sphere, to save its sensitivity from
further loss, and to save it from becoming fat beyond limit.
They, with the help of tunnel-like pipes, will keep creating
emptiness in the geo-centric sphere of the Earth so that the
Earth should not swell due to the swelling of useless
matters within, and the intensity of the gravitational pull
would not be reducing and the air on the surface of the
earth would not be becoming thin. At the same time, they
would conduct light explosions under control so that the
temperature at the geo-centre of the Earth should remain
more than that of the Sun, so that it could as usual function
like highly sensitive brain, and it would maintain the
fickleness of the magnetic waves, and its centre would be
able to produce the needed gravitational pull. In this way,
through a major surgery, our civilization would be able to
save this lively planet for billions of years. But, our slight

mistake in this complicated work can prove detrimental to
this living planet. For such a complicated work, our
civilization will have to pay more attention exhibiting more
prudence. Our entire science and knowledge will be tested
for the second time. Our equipment will stand there where
the sustenance of any solid matter cannot be thought of. For
doing all this work, a large part of our civilization will have
to be settled here, and the same will then provide life to the
Earth for sixty-seventy billion years. But, we will have to
face several problems in order to get this message sent to
our civilization; we will have to reach there. And, to reach
there, we will have to get established into ‘timelessness’.
The question is how we will attain ‘timelessness’ with such
a manifold agony of this Earth. In fact, I feel it very
difficult to reach our world of origin.”
When the mind heard the word ‘difficult’ it got
irritated as if this one word had shattered his remaining
strength. It then burst out with great confidence, “We will
surely succeed, when our success is linked to a living
planet, on power on Earth can deter us from succeeding in
our goal.”

The mind, repeating the same sentence, became tired,
and the brain also agreed with it. For the soul of the Pilot,
the wisdom cleared the path, and then both decided to
return to their world of origin and invite their civilization to
the Earth. Both of them remained quiet for a long time as if
they were tired of racing after a mirage and they ultimately
found it.
Lying motionless for along time, the mind said to the
brain, “Oh dear, you have just relieved me of the tiredness
of years. For the first time, I have understood you, and
perhaps you have understood me. Today, the understanding
of ours has reached that peak, wherefrom I am feeling that
the cause of our sorrow is stress, our folly of being
stubborn, and ignorance about each other. Whatever you
saw, thought and retained thinking it to be yours, what I
felt, I used to keep with me, and at times I would thrust
upon you, and at times you would do the same to me.
Though we were very close to each other, yet we remained
ignorant about each other, and could not share our
knowledge. Today, I am content with all that knowledge I
have received. Having known you thus, my age-old

suppressed thirst has got quenched. Hence, both of us being
in harmony will reach the ‘timelessness’, and finally go to
our world of origin by breaking the wall of time. We will
not let this most rare living planet perish before time, and
we will save it somehow, and transmit its message to our
world. We may live for it, or else we may die for it. Ah,
both of us have become blessed by our mission who has
give a newer dimension to our life, a newer meaning. We
will shed our entire strength to achieve our goal and see
that this living planet does not die its untimely death.”
Listening to the dialogues of the mind and the brain,
the pilot landed into the turbulent stream of tears, which
were drenching his heart as well as every pore of body, and
the his entire heart was getting washed of all agonies and
disappointments, and started regaining its real luster and
strength. The Pilot sitting in the lap of Nature, realized for
the first time the awakening of infinite friendship. While,
his eyes were shedding pathos, mercy and pity, the brain
was becoming elated within it and got filled with great
amazement for the Nature.

The Pilot was listening to the silence of both. Seven
days had passed for the brain to pass on to the mind
whatever it had got naturally and whatever was acquired.
The Sun rose seven times and also set seven times, yet the
pilot lost in himself kept listening to the dialogues of the
brain and the mind. But, by the seventh day, all verbally
adorned knowledge had exhausted, and the mind too had
become fully content with it. While both of them waiting
for questions from each other, the mind naturally got
exposing itself. The body was landing into ‘timelessness’
and the practice was perfectly going on due to well
maintained silence.
Even thirteen days had passed since the pilot was
sitting there on the platform under Bunyan tree. This day
became blessed owing to self-realization. This day, the
Earth for the first time got a man who wanted to live for it,
who wanted to die for it, and who wanted to give a gift of
longevity, who wanted to save it. This alien, foreigner,
made of other element, man had developed infinite
friendship for the Nature; he possessed a great pity for it.

Sitting under the Bunyan tree, when this complete
man opened his eyes, he saw that the entire Nature was
trying to awaken him from deep silence, and also
reminding him of the refulgence filled in him, and also
dissolving a melody of unique sweet music. The leaves
were creating a sweet assonance and the cool wind was
spreading the music all around, his heart was vaulting high,
the moon light around him was making the darkness bathe
in silver light, billions and trillions of stars were winking,
and a kind of firework was being displayed. The stars were
showering the cool light on the Earth.
Despite such a magic scene, the Pilot, sitting in a
composed posture, was not moved even a bit. He knew it
in advance the light was not from the break of stars, but
from the comets which were heading towards the Earth
with their dusty tails. Their tails were shining because of
the friction caused by atmosphere, and throwing their light
in the sky. The Sun had devoured several heads of such
comets, leaving their tails to float. The dusty rain from the
comets was not occurring on the Earth for the first time.

Such a rain had occurred even prior to this, during the
post-dinosaur period, and it had covered the dark history
with its dust so badly that no could doubt about their being
unnatural. It was repeating itself today. The same dust was
covering the skeletons of the cruel and unnatural creatures,
and burying its dark history in the dust. Really, how
forgiving the Earth is! It really had no animosity towards
any one. It was attempting to remove all clues of the
atrocities committed on it (Earth), and that is why the dust
was covering every skeleton. After some months or years,
certain small planets, being strayed from their paths will
rain stones or meteors on the Earth. While some of such
stones will injure the Earth, others will create the day-light
in the night. Their motions too must have been affected by
the black spots of the Sun, and they must have headed
towards the Earth. Thinking so, he was staring at the fireshow. Having watched the fire-show in the sky for a while,
the Pilot then started staring at the green vicinity in the
faint light. It appeared as if the entire Nature was uttering to
him through the hustling of the wind that it had become
blessed by receiving him as a complete man who was

listening to the Nature with serene thought and mind. He
was looking happy to find the complete man within him,
and who he was looking for. While he was gazing at the
greenery around him, it turned into dawn of the following
day. The moment he realized the break of the dawn with
first rays of the Sun, he got up from his seat and started
gazing at the dense branches of Bunyan tree with the
obliging sight. It was the same Bunyan tree which had
provided the shade of its gravitational pull to innumerable
self-reflections and made the dialogues between the brain
and the mind successful.
It had saved them from being excited and restless, thus
making them successful in their introspection. Soon, the
Sun started spreading its crimson beauty. Having gazed the
Bunyan tree thoroughly, the Pilot then started stepping
towards his giant flying saucer. He was pacing in calm
steps, and the soft stems of green grass, which were pressed
under the weight of his steps, were raising their heads
again.
One should arrive in this world in the similar way, like
the raising of heads of the pressed grass. The Pilot realized

his completeness through the dialogues of the brain and the
mind. His objective got a new dimension, and now he was
not to retreat in his mission and not even to reconsider it,
for all his speculation had got a full stop.
Soon the Pilot reached his destination and severely
practiced the ‘timelessness’ there for some more time. He
then started getting ready to fly off. He, leaving the four
computers, loaded rest of the computers into his giant
flying saucer, he also took the huge collection of living
micro-organs which were stocked by his companions to
carry them to their world of origin. Then one day, while
being in ‘timelessness’ he again reached the Earth along
with his three giant flying saucers. He got down at one
place and picked up little soil, water and air in a container.
He was constantly gazing at the Earth, but he made twothree rounds of it and left for his world of origin in the
speed of light. While carrying the message of the Earth, he
was operating from one of the flying saucers but taking the
other two saucers also with him under an automatic control
system. All the three flying saucers breaking the wall of
time soon disappeared into the pitch dark of the Space.

These giant flying saucers once had come out of their
world to quench the mental thirst of their people and had
thought that they would do the needful, but could not.
Perhaps, remaining thirsty and empty is their destiny. That
is why they are called ‘saucers’. Their quest was their
thirst, which began from their world and yet remained the
same even after their return home, the unending quest, and
the unending thirst.
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